LOEWI provides personalized health services on an Olympic level.
Offering a unique level of personalization, LOEWI takes cutting-edge methods from Olympic Sports and applies them in a digital business model.
LOEWI makes those methods scalable and available for everyone.

Backend Development for Personalized Nutrition App
Interdisciplinary Project

Your tasks
- Analyze whitepaper and formulate requirements
- Design architecture for a backend that serves as ReST API
- Design API Endpoints
- Implement design

Your profile
- Previous experience in setting up a ReST API
- Prior experience with NodeJS or Python
- Knowledge about setting up a redundant system
- Knowledge about hosting environments, including database administration

Theoretical Part
Your options for lectures are
- “Learning and Behavior”
- “Motivation and Volition”
- “Embodiment, health and lifestyle”
- “Differential Psychology of Sport”
- “Pros/Cons of nutritional prevention strategies”, but you can also make your own suggestions.

Next Steps
- Start: asap
- Send your CV to talent@loewi.com